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ABSTRACTS: 

Massimiliano Sala 

On the equivalence of two post-quantum 
cryptographic families 
 

The maximum likelihood decoding problem (MLD) is 
known to be NP-hard and its complexity is strictly 
related to the security of some post-quantum 
cryptosystems, that is, the so-called code-based 
primi+ves. Analogously, the mul+variate quadra+c 
system problem (MQ) is NP-hard and its complexity 
is necessary for the security of the so-called 
mul+variate-based primi+ves. In this paper we 
present a closed formula for a polynomial-+me 
reduc+on from any instance of MLD to an instance of 
MQ, and viceversa. We also show a polynomial-+me 
isomorphism between MQ and MLD, thus 
demonstra+ng the direct link between the two post-
quantum cryptographic families. 

ChrisEan Mouchet 

CompuEng across Trust Boundaries with 
MulEparty Homomorphic EncrypEon and the 
LaJgo library 

Abstract:Recent Mul+party Homomorphic 
Encryp+on (MHE) techniques have given rise to an 
highly efficient family of secure mul+party 
computa+on (MPC) solu+ons that are increasingly 
employed for concrete, real-world applica+ons. One 
reason for this emergence is that MHE-based MPC 
solu+ons address several short comings that are 
usually associated with secure computa+on. Notably, 
they have a low communica+on complexity and they 
support delega+on to third par+es, yet without 
relying on trust-delega+on or non-collusion 
assump+ons. As such, they enable large-scale MPC 
even among computa+onally weak or sporadically 
online clients. Moreover, MHE-based approaches 
directly benefit from there markable progress in the 
efficiency and useability (single-party) HE schemes. 
Hence, MHE techniques are bound to play an 
increasingly important role in the next genera+on of 

secure compu+ng systems. In this talk, I give an over 
view  of  the  current  MHE  techniques  and their use 
in MPC. Then, I present our efforts to make them 
accessible to researchers and prac++oners through 
the LaVgo open-source library. Finally, I cover some 
of the challenges and future research direc+ons in 
the MHE-based MPC. 

Daniele Friolo 

MulE-Key and MulE-Input Predicate EncrypEon 
from Learning With Errors 
 

In Predicate Encryp+on (PE) a user encrypts a 
message with a predicate input. The resul+ng 
ciphertext can be later decrypted only by users 
holding a key related to a predicate sa+sfying the 
input used during encryp+on. Differently from 
AXribute-Based Encryp+on (ABE), the privacy of the 
predicate input (aXribute) is maintained.  
In our work, we put forward two natural 
generaliza+ons of predicate encryp+on (PE) dubbed 
mul+-key and mul+-input PE.  
More in details, our contribu+ons are threefold.  
- Defini+ons. We formalize security of mul+-key PE 
and mul+-input PE following the standard 
indis+nguishability paradigm, and modeling security 
both against malicious senders (i.e., corrup+on of 
encryp+on keys) and malicious receivers (i.e., 
collisions).  
- Construc+ons. We construct mul+-key and mul+-
input PE suppor+ng the conjunc+on of poly-many 
arbitrary single-input predicates, assuming the 
hardness of the standard learning with errors (LWE) 
problem. 
- Applica+ons.  
We show that mul+-key and mul+-input PE for 
expressive enough predicates suffices for interes+ng 
cryptographic applica+ons, including matchmaking 
encryp+on (ME) and non-interac+ve mul+-party 
computa+on (NI-MPC). As a corollary, plugging in our 
concrete construc+ons of mul+-key and mul+-input 
PE, we obtain the first construc+on of ME for 
arbitrary policies, as well as NI-MPC with par+al re-
usability for all-or-nothing func+ons and a constant 
number of par+es, under the standard LWE 
assump+on. Prior to our work, all of these 
applica+ons required much heavier tools such as 



indis+nguishability obfusca+on or compact 
func+onal  encryp+on.  

Dario Pasquini 
Privacy-Preserving CollaboraEve Machine 
Learning ? 
 

This talk is  about inaccurate assump+ons, unrealis+c 
trust models, and flawed methodologies affec+ng 
current collabora+ve machine learning techniques. 
In the presenta+on, we cover different security 
issues concerning both emerging approaches and 
well-established solu+ons in privacy-preserving  
collabora+ve machine learning. We start by 
discussing the inherent insecurity of Split Learning 
and Fully-Decentralized Machine Learning. Then, we 
talk about the soundness of current Secure 
Aggrega+on protocols in Federated Learning, 
showing that those do not provide any addi+onal 
level of privacy to users in the malicious seVng. 
Ul+mately, the objec+ve of this talk is to highlight 
the general errors and flawed approaches we all 
should avoid in devising and implemen+ng "privacy-
preserving collabora+ve machine learning". 

 
Sinem Sav 

Privacy-Preserving Federated Learning with 
MulEparty Homomorphic EncrypEon 
 
Training accurate and robust machine learning 
models requires a large amount of data that is 
usually scaXered across data silos. Sharing or 
centralizing the data of different healthcare 
ins+tu+ons is, however, unfeasible or prohibi+vely 
difficult due to privacy regula+ons. We address the 
problem of privacy-preserving training and 
evalua+on of neural networks in an N-party, 
federated learning seVng. We propose a novel 
system, POSEIDON, the first of its kind in the regime 
of privacy-preserving neural network training. It 
employs mul+party laVce-based cryptography to 
preserve the confiden+ality of the training data, the 
model, and the evalua+on data, under a passive-
adversary model and collusions between up to N−1 
par+es. To efficiently execute the secure back 
propaga+on algorithm for training neural networks, 
we provide a generic packing approach that enables 
Single Instruc+on, Mul+ple Data (SIMD) opera+ons 

on encrypted data. Our experimental results show 
that POSEIDON achieves accuracy similar to 
centralized or decentralized non-private approaches 
and that its computa+on and communica+on 
overhead scales linearly with the number of par+es. 
We improve POSEIDON and demonstrate its 
applicability on biomedical analysis for disease-
associated cell classifica+on with single-cell analysis. 
For this, we design a system, PriCell, for training a 
published state-of-the-art convolu+onal neural 
network in a decentralized and privacy-preserving 
manner. We compare the accuracy achieved by 
PriCell with the centralized and non-secure solu+ons 
and show that PriCell guarantees privacy without 
reducing the u+lity of the data. 
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